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Let S= (l/n) I;= 1 X(t) X(I)‘. where X( 1 ),..., X(n) are p x 1 random vectors with 
mean zero. When X(f) (t = l,..., n) are independently and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) as multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix Z, many 
authors have investigated the asymptotic expansions for the distributions of various 
functions of the eigenvalues of S. In this paper, we will extend the above results to 
the case when {X(t)) is a Gaussian stationary process. Also we shall derive the 
asymptotic expansions for certain functions of the sample canonical correlations in 
multivariate time series. Applications of some of the results in signal processing are 
also discussed. I( 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently several authors have introduced some multivariate methods to 
multivariate time series analysis. Using the orthogonality and asymptotic 
normality of the “Fourier components” of time series, Priestley et al. [9], 
Brillinger [2], and Krishnaiah [7] discussed the principal component 
analysis in the frequency domain, and investigated some asymptotic 
properties of certain test statistics. Similarly Hannan [S J, Brillinger [2], 
and Krishnaiah [7] discussed the canonical correlation analysis in the fre- 
quency domain. Also Robinson [lo] gave an approach of canonical 
correlation analysis for multivariate time series. 
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In this paper we shall discuss the asymptotic distributions of the eigen- 
values of sample covariance matrix of multivariate time series since the 
eigenvalues play a fundamental role in multivariate problems. In Section 2, 
we shall give the limiting distribution of the eigenvalues of sample 
covariance matrix for non-Gaussian linear vector processes. Furthermore, 
in Section 3, we shall derive the asymptotic joint expansion of certain 
functions of the eigenvalues of covariance matrix for multivariate Gaussian 
stationary process, and discuss its applications for time series principal 
component analysis. In Section 4 we shall give the asymptotic expansions 
of certain functions of canonical correlation matrix for multivariate 
Gaussian stationary processes, and discuss some asymptotic properties of a 
test statistic for canonical correlations. Applications of the results of this 
paper in the area of signal processing are discussed in Section 5. 
2. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR THE EIGENVALUES 
OF COVARIANCE MATRICES 
In this section we give the central limit theorem for the eigenvalues of 
sample covariance matrices. In the sequel, the set of all integers is denoted 
by J and the Kronecker delta is denoted by 6(m, n). 
Let (X(t): t E J} be a vector-valued linear process generated as 
IXI 
X(t) = 1 G(j) e(f -A, 
.j = 0 
t E J, 
where the X(t)‘s have p components and the e(n)‘s are q-vectors such that 
E{e(n)} = 0 and E{e(m) e(n)‘> = 6( m, n) K, with K a nonsingular q x q 
matrix; the G(j)‘s are p x q matrices, and the components of X, e, and G are 
all real. If c,?Yo tr G(j) KG(j)’ < co (this condition is assumed throughout 
in this section), the process (X(t)} . is a second-order stationary process and 
has a spectral density matrix f(w) which is representable as 
4(w) =&k(w) Kk(w)*, -7cfw<71, 
where 
k(w) = f G(j) e”‘?. 
j=O 
Suppose that observed stretch {X(l),..., X(n)} of {X(r)} is available. Define 
C(0) = (l/n) C:=l X(t) X(r)‘, and denote the (CI, 8) components of C(O), 
f(w), k(w) and K by C(a, /I), pas(w), kg&w), and Kag, and denote the ccth 
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component of X(r) and e(r) by X,(r) and e,(t), respectively. Assuming that 
{e(r)} is fourth- or d er stationary, let Qz, ...aq(fl, t,, t,) be the joint fourth 
cumulant of e,,(t), e,,( t + t,), e,,(t + t2), e,,(t + tj) and assume that 
Then the process {e(t)} has the fourth-order spectral density 
&....,(w,, w2, wj) such that 
b&.,h, w2, w,)= 
1 
(271)3 f 
exp(-i(w,t,+w2t2+w,t,)} 
t,.*z.tj= -m 
xQ:,....,h 12, td 
Similarly we can define Q;, .,( t,, t2, t3) and Q;, ar4(w,, w2, w3), respec- 
tively, the fourth-order cumulant and spectral density of the process 
VW% 1 6 ~1, ..., a4 <p. Denote by B(t) the a-field generated by {e(n); 
n < t ). We set down the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 1. For each /I,, fiz, and s 
VarCE{ep,(t) eg2(t + s)l B(t - z)) - Kc 0) &J = o(z 
uniformly in t. 
ASSUMPTION 2. 
2-E 
1, & > 0, 
-W&d ep,(t2) efl,(t3) ep,(t4))l = Wp’p9), 
uniformly in t,, where t, < t, < t, 6 t4 and n > 0. 
ASSUMPTION 3. The spectral densities fsa(w) (B = l,..., p) are square- 
integrable. 
ASSUMPTION 4. 
Now define f(0) = E{ C(O)}, and denote the (a, #I) component of I(O) by 
r(a, /I). The following lemma is due to Hosoya and Taniguchi [6]. 
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LEMMA 1. Under Assumptions 1-4, 
& {aa,7 a*)-f(a,, 6211 (a, > a2 = l,..., PI 
have a joint asymptotic normal distribution whose mean is zero and 
& (C(~,, c(,)-U~~, x2)) and 
Let Z, >, . .. 2 I, be the eigenvaiues of C(0). Then we can express 
C(0) = BLB’, where L = diag(1, ,..., I,), B is the orthogonal matrix. Suppose 
that the eigenvalues of r(O) satisfy 2, > . . . > A,, and that r(O) = YAY’ 
where A = diag(1, ,..., A,) and Y= (PI ,..., fl,) is the orthogonal matrix. We 
assume that AI,..., A, have the following spectral representations 
A,=jn &w)dw (j= l,..., p), (2.1) 
--n 
where JJw) = (Kjj/2n)lEjj(w)12, and 
CE 0 lq#l 
i;i( w) = Cz ,, Gj(l) e”n’ with 
2 < ~3. Let T= !P’C(O) !F, and put U= & (T- A). Then, 
denoting the (i .j) component of U by I.+ from Lemma 1, {aii) have a joint 
asymptotic normal distribution whose mean is zero and the asymptotic 
covariance between uij and uk, is given as 
Aij,kO=2+ (gik(w)gi,(w)+g;,(w)g,,(w)j dw 
--II 
+2n ss n ~iiCw,)ITj(-w,)k",,(w2)I;,,(-w2)~~j,,(w,, -wZ3 w2) -n 
x dw, dw2, 
where g&w) =Fii(w) 6(i, j). Then we get the following theorem. 
G-9) 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumptions 14, the joint distribution of 
D= n(L-A) and G=&(B- !P) tends to that of fi=diag(ii,,,...,ii,,) 
and d = Y@, where @‘= {GU}, with rzlii=O, Eij=ii,/(,lj-ln,), i#j, and {cii} 
is distributed as a multivariate normal distribution whose mean is zero vector 
and the covariance between ii, and iik, is given as ,u(ij, kl) defined in (2.2). in 
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particular, if the process is Gaussian, then the limiting distribution of‘ D and 
G= (hl,..., hp) is normal with D and G independent and the diagonal elements 
of D are independent. The diagonal element di qf D has the limiting dis- 
tribution 
The covariance matrix of the ith eigenvector is 
kfi 
and the covariance matrix of hi and hi in the limiting distribution is 
Cov{hi, h,}= - 2’ j-n 
(4-q --R 
gdw) g,(w) dw. fljfli, 
Proof: Let T= YL Y’, where Y is orthogonal. Put W = & ( Y - I) = 
{u);,l. Using the same arguments as Anderson [l, p. 5411, and substituting 
T=n+(l/&)U, Y=Z+(l/&) W and L=A+(l/&)D to the 
equations T = YL Y’ and I= YY’, we get dj = u,, (i = l,..., p), wii = 0, wii = 
u,j/(A,-A;), i#j, i,j=l,..., p. Noting &(I?-- Y)= !PW and Lemma 1, we 
get the desired results. 1 
Remark. For non-Gaussian case, the distributions of D and C are not 
always asymptotically independent. 
Now we confine ourselves to the case when {X(t)} is Gaussian and con- 
sider the asymptotic distribution of the q smallest roots of C(0) when the q 
smallest population roots are equal. Let 
A= Al 0 ( > 0 ez, ’ 
where the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix n I are different and 
larger than 8 (~0). We assume that the eigenvalues Izr,..., 1, (2, > ... > 
;iP--q>&/+l = ... = 2, = 0) have the following spectral representations 
given in (2.1): 
lj= 
s 
“n&w) dw, (2.3) 
with?p-Y+~,p--y+~ (w) = . . . =F,Jw) = 13/2x (i.e., uniform spectra). 
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As a criterion to test the null hypothesis 
H:1,> .-* >~p-44)Lp--y+*= ..’ =lp=O, (2.4) 
where S(j= l,..., p) have the spectral representations (2.3), we use the 
following criterion 
In the usual multivariate analysis this is known as the likelihood ratio 
criterion. Using the similar arguments in Anderson [ 1, pp. 4754761, we 
can see 
p-q+l<i 
i<P 
+ higher order terms. (2.6) 
Since we assumed (2.3), we can see that 
uii (i=p-q+ l,....p) and uij (i#j,i,j=p-q+ l,..., p) 
are asymptotically distributed as i.i.d. N(0, 2d2) and i.i.d. N(0, (I’), respec- 
tively. By (2.6) we have 
THEOREM 2. Under the null hypothesis H, the limiting distribution of the 
test statistic L tends to the X2-distribution with $(q + 2)(q - 1) degrees of 
freedom. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS 
OF THE EICENVALUES OF COVARIANCE MATRIX 
In this section we derive the asymptotic expansions of certain functions 
of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix in a multivariate time series. 
Here we assume that {X(t)= (X,(t),..., x,(t))‘: tEJ} is a px l-vector- 
valued Gaussian stationary process with zero mean and covariance matrix 
f(j) = E(X(t) X(t +j)‘}. 
ASSUMPTION 5. The covariance matrix satisfies 
f I4 ll~(u)ll -=c~, (3.1) 
II= --oc 
where IlZ(u)li is the square root of the maximum eigenvalue of T(u) r(u)‘. 
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Then the spectral density matrix of {X(t)> is given by 
Let 1, k . . . 3 1, be the eigenvalues of the matrix C(0) = 
(l/n) C:=, X(t) X(t)’ and let A, > ... 3 1, be the eigenvalues of Z(0) such 
that 
2 y,+ ” +y,-,+1= .. . =I$,+ +y,=oa (3.2) 
for CI = 1, 2 ,..., Y, q, + ... + qr =p, and q. = 0. Also, let Z”(Z ,,,.., I,) 
(j= l,..., k), be an analytic function of I, ,..., 1, about I ,,..., JP. In addition, 
let 
aj,p, = 
a’T,( 1, )...) 1,) 
ar, alh ar, I=*’ 
for g E J,, h E J,, t E J,, A’ = (A, ,..., J.,), and I’ = (Ii ,..., f,), where J, denotes 
the set of integers q, + ... + q+ , + l,..., q, + .+. + qm for tl = 1,2 ,..., r. In 
this section we are interested in obtaining the asymptotic joint distribution 
of 
Lj= & ( T’Cl, T...> 1,) - T,(A, >..., 2,)) (j = l,..., k). 
Expanding Tj(ll,..., f,) as Taylor series, we obtain 
Ar L, = J;; i aja tr( W, - 6,Z) + 2 C i ajEB tr( W, - 0,Z) tr( W, - 8,Z) 
a=1 z=l p=1 
- 
+Jn r 6 1 i i aiaPy tr( W, - 6,Z) tr( W, - 8,Z) tr( W, - O,Z) 
r=l@=ly=l 
+ higher order terms, 
where W, is a random matrix with eigenvalues I,, g E J,, and Z is an iden- 
tity matrix. If we assume that W, is of the form 
w,=e,z+~ wp+; wp+ .‘., J;E 
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then Lj is of the following form (see [4, 83): 
Lj= i aja tr wk”+-r- 
a=1 Ji 
n a$, aja tr Wb” 
+i i i aiaptr WL’)tr Wr) 
*=I p=1 1 
+ higher order terms. 
The following lemma is due to Fujikoshi [4]. 
LEMMA 2. Let T be a square random matrix and d, 3 . . . > d, be the 
eigenvaiues of T. Also, let ,I, > . . . > I, be the corresponding population 
eigenvalue such that 
A,= ... =ly,=e,, 
A q,+1= ... =A lf,+yz= 27 e 
2 q,+..-+y,-,= ... = I, = 8,. 
In addition, we assume that T can be expressed as 
T=A+EU(‘)+E?J(~)+ . . . . 
where A = diag(1, ,..., A,) and E> 0 is very small. Then the eigenvalues d, 
(j E J,) are the eigenvalues of 
where 
z a =e z +E~t1)+E2~w+ . . . a Ym a a 
and iJ$ is of order qa x qa. 
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Applying this lemma to our normalized covariance matrix U defined in 
the previous section we have 
Lj= i ajl tr U,, +1 1 a,z tr 1 (0, -O,)-’ U,fl U,S, 
Y.=l ,ri n ci=I B+a 
+ higher order terms. (3.3) 
Here we also assume that the eigenvalues have the spectral representations 
in (2.1). Applying Lemma 1 for the Gaussian case it is not difficult to show 
that 
x 2n IX ~.;(W)~kk(w) dw 
77 
+Jj i 1 a,,,47rJx ~i(w)2dw} + O(n-I) 
a=1 ieJr -n 
=c,/JTI+O(np’) (say). (3.4) 
=c,,+O(np’) (say). (3.5) 
Now define 
and 
Xfi) = (Xi( 1 ),..., Xi(n))‘. 
Then we can express u-7 
xCi) = c Vi) 
where xi is the covariance matrix of XCi), and Y@) is a random vector dis- 
tributed as N(O,, I,). Using the fundamental properties of cumulants (see 
Brillinger [;?I) we have 
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1 =-cum 
J { 
l/2 I/2 l/2 l/2 112 I/2 
y(h) 2 C y(h), y(h) 1 C y(h), y(h) 
Cc I 
y(h) 
n n 11 ,I iz i2 i3 .h 
=1x* 
nfi 
tr r,,,(n x n) r,,(n x n) f,,& x n), 
where C* is the sum over all two-dimensional indecomposable partitions 
of 
and r,,,2(n x n) = C,!i’ C:/*. To evaluate (3,6), after a slight moditication of 
Theorem 1 in Taniguchi [ 121 we get 
LEMMA 3. Let X(r) = (X,(r),..., X,(l))’ be a Gaussian stationary process 
which satisfies Assumption 5, with the spectral density matrix/(w) = { hj( w)} 
and mean zero. Then 
=(2~)‘-‘/~ ~,i,(w)Pt,(w)...~i,(M’)dw+O(n-‘). (3.7) -r 
Using this lemma for (3.6) and noting fundamental properties of 
cumulants, it is not diflicuit to show 
X k+z4+as2B + ajla,l,41f, + Qj,a,flf+t + ujaaspumga 
+ a,,~m~~jn~ + 4a~mp~j~a) + O(n -3'2) 
=-$ C,, + O(n-3’2) (say). (3.8) 
Therefore we get the following asymptotic expansion (see Taniguchi [ 131). 
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THEOREM 3. Under Assumption 5, we have 
w, < .Vl ,..., L,<yk)=y’ . ..jFk 
1 
1 + i &H,(y) 
% xi ;=1 Jh 
+ 2 c,,, H,,,(y) dy+ O(n ‘), (3.9) 
j. m. .t = I 6 & I 
where y = (y,,..., yk)‘, N(y: Q)= (27c-~Q2 1~1 -I” xexp(-+y’~p’y), 
(-1)” a’ 
HjI.. j,(Y)=- 
N(Y: 52) ayj, ..*a.v,., 
NY: a), 
and Q = {c;,,,} (k x k-matrix). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that the eigenvalues of r(0) satisfy 
2, > . . . > ;IP > 0 and T,(2, ,..., ;(,,) = jb,. In the special case when the spectral 
densities are constants such that 
Aj;ic w) = Aji/2rL (j = 1 ,...1 p 1 
(i.e., the usual multivariate analysis case), the expansion (3.9) becomes 
P{~(I,-1,)<Y,,...,~(I,-l,)i?~,} 
where 
+ i -!i!% H,,,(y) dy + O(n-I), 
,. ,n. ., = I 6 & I 
zj= c (nj- A,) ’ E,,A,j, 
B+i 
and the (j, m) element of fi is 
(3.10) 
and 
Ajax = 8A:s(j, m) 6(m, s), 
which coincides with the result of Sugiura [ 111. 
For testing H:~,-y>E.,Py+,= ... =A,=0 (>O) against A:l,-,+,a 
. b Aa > 0, we consider the criterion L defined in (2.5). Then we get the 
asymptotic expansion of L under the nonnull hypothesis. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Let T,(I,+ , ,..., 1,) = (l/n) L in Theorem 3 and 
m =p - q. Then, under the alternative A, we have 
PC& VXn+w.~ i,)- T,(L+,v...> &,I GY,I 
where cr, Q, and clll are defined in (3.4), (3.5), and (3.8), respectively, with 
a - CS=l??+ 1 (4 - 4) 
Ia- n,Cf=,+,A; ’ 
1 p-m 
“““=2--(&+, &)Z’ 
a = m + l,..., p, 
and 
a p-m 
‘Orp= -(cf=,+, Ai)* Gf z B, 
a, j? = m + 1 ,..., p. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS OF THE 
CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 
In this section we derive the asymptotic expansions of certain functions 
of the sample canonical correlations in multivariate time series. Let X(t)’ = 
(X,(t)‘, X,(t)‘) = (J’,(t),..., X,(t), x,+ ,(tL x,+,(t)) (P 6qL be a (P +q)- 
vector-valued Gaussian stationary process with zero mean and covariance 
matrix r(j) = E{ X( t) X( t +j)‘}, which satisfies Assumption 5. Also we 
assume that {X(t)) has the spectral density matrix f(w) = {~Jw)). Put 
c(o)=; i X(t)X(t)‘= s,, Sl2 
1=1 ( 1 s 21 s22 ’ 
r(o)=E{C(O)} = 
(2 ::;)l 
Define the p x q matrix G as 
G=$,-‘I*M M-112 
I1 12 22 
683’22’1-12 
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By the singular value decomposition theorem, there exist two orthogonal 
matrices r, and Tz of order p xp and q x q, respectively, such that 
G = l-, PT;, 
where P = (diag(p, ,..., p,) IO}, PP' = diag(%, ,..., A,,), and Ai = Pf (i = l,..., p). 
Define 
71, = r; M,“Z, 
rt2 = r;Mi,'/' _ . 
Then, using an argument similar to Fang and Krishnaiah [3], we can see 
=PP'+ (l/,lrf;)(Pf+ PV*,P'+ V,,P'-V,,PP') 
+(l/n)(PVzr vz,P'-Pv,zv,,+ v,zv,, - V,,Vz,P' 
- V,,PVz,+ v,,Pv~,P'-v,,v,~P'+ V,,V,,PP') 
+ O,(n-"'), (4.1) 
where Vii= TC,Y,~$ (i,j= 1,Z). 
Now, without loss of generality we assume that {X(t)} has the 
covariance matrix 
f(0) = 
0 
Pi 
I 0 
0 1 (4.2) 
0 
0 
/ww 
0 
f:"z'(w) 
(4.3) 
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with 
j = l,..., q. 
So we may assume that rr, = I, and rrc2 = I,. Let I, 3 ... 3 1, be the eigen- 
values of SI,~S,~S~‘S~,, and let T,(I ,,..., I,) (j= I,..., k), be an analytic 
function with the same notations defined as in the previous section, We set 
down 
Li= $2 { Tj(l, )...) I,) - T,(l, )...) A,)}; j = l,..., k, 
where 1, ,..., 1, satisfy the relation (3.2). Then, using the same arguments 
and notations we have 
JC.~= i ajm tr WL’)+J- i ajs tr WL2) 
a= 1 J-i n x=1 
+i i i a,,8(tr WL’))(tr Wf)) + higher order terms, (4.4) 
a=1 /J=I 
with 
W(l)= U”’ 
a cm ) 
where 
Define 
U”‘= PY,, - PY,,P’+ Y,,P’- Y,, PP’, 
uf2’ = PYZ, Y,, P’ - PY,, Y,, + Y,, Y,, 
- Y,zY,,P’- Y,,PY,,+ Y,,PY,,P’ 
- Y,, Y,,P’+ Y,, Y,,PP’. 
Wk m) = Pk VP + k, m) - PkPm VP + k, P + m) 
+ pm W, P + m) - PR YW, ~1, 
V(m,k)=p,Y(k+p,m+~)- W,m+p), 
where Y(a, j?) is the (a, j?)th component of the matrix Y. Then, by (4.4) we 
have 
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i= 1 mef, mcJ, 
+ c (d,--d,)F’ 1 c U(k,m)U(m,k) 
P#l k E Jz m  E JI, 1 
+ higher order terms, (4.5) 
where J,, , denotes the set of integers p + l,..., q. We denote 
K,,(m, k: m, k) = E{ V(m, k)}‘, 
K,,.,tk, m: m, k) = E{ W, m) U(m, k)}, 
K,,(k, m: m, kj = E{ UW, m) Utm, k)), 
K,,(l, I: m, k) = E{ U(1, I) V(m, k)}. 
K,,,(k: m: s) = ,,h cum (U(k, k), U(m, m), U(s, s)}. 
Then using Lemma 1 for Gaussian case we can see that 
K,.,.(m, k: m, k) 
= 2np: jn { 1 + 6(m, k)]&‘(w)tp~‘;‘(w) do 
-77 
+2x = 
I {+\:)(w)f~~‘(w) + 6(m, k)f$‘(w)‘) dw + O(n-‘), 
(4.6) 
-* 
= 47c(p, 
[ j 
“=~~:‘(w){PI’:(w,+~::‘(~)} dw 
-4np;jx fi’z’(~)~::‘(~)dw-4np:I~~~I:‘(w)~dw 
-7z 1 W,O&m,O + O(n - ’1, (4.7) 
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K,,(k, m: m, k) 
=27c&q (1+6( m, k)}{~~~)(w)~‘,~)(w)+P~k2)(w)P~~‘(w)) dw 
-K 
- 2WkP5, 5 L C{P(II;‘(w) + Wn, k)f’Y?(w)j#(w) -77 
+ 11 +&my k)~~lk,Yw)&‘)(w) 
+ {f$,‘;‘Cw) + &m, k)/$)Cw>}&‘)tw)l dw 
-27dPJ C{l+& my WPi~)(w)fl~)(w) +pW+%%d} --H 
+ (f!‘?(w) + Sk, k)&Yw))&Yw)l dw 
-2?4 {1+6( m, k)lpY?(w)pY(w) dw 
-7l 
-2nd j* {fl?;l)(w)+S(m, k)f~~‘(w)}p\~‘(w) dw 
-n 
+ 271p; 
s K (tpi;l)(w)f’I:Vw) + &m, k)fll’(w)f,;)(w)} dw -n 
+ 2Wk Pm 
i 
A b%‘(w)f~‘?(w) + Wn, k)&‘(w)f$(w) 
--n 
+2.nPkP;f I ~nf~$)(w)f$~‘(w){ 1+ 6(m, k)} dw + O(n-‘), (4.8) 
K,,(m, k: I, I) = 
O(n-‘) for all m # k, 1 
O(n-‘) for all m = k # I, 
KA I: m, k) 
= 10np; lx /‘;!$ w)/# w) dw 
--I 
-471~: j' {P~~C~)~+~'l:'(w,~~~(w,} dw -zT 
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-4w, i, 7r {p~~(w,2 +p:‘2’(w,pyj(w,} dw 
+ 2rcp: I “r {pI;‘:c~9t’y&4 + oqb~, +pyi(w))p\:‘(w)} dt4, 
+ O(n ’ ) forl=m=k, 
= O(K’) otherwise. (4.9) 
Let A be the set of integers k and p + k, and let 
YU, J?) = 
i 
2Pk if lj, -j,l = 1, 
-y: if lj, -j,l = 0. 
Then, using Lemma 3 we have 
LA: m: 3) = (27~)~ c v(jl,j2) y(j3,j4) y(j,,j,) 
11 is t A 
xc* JZ ~“,,,,(W)~,~,,,,,.,(W)~“,,,(w) c&J 
\’ x 
+O(n ‘) for k=m=s, 
=o otherwise, (4.10) 
where C*,, is the sum of all two-dimensional indecomposable partitions of 
{ (j,,j,), (j3,j4), (jsr j,)}. Thus noting (4.5)-(4.10) it is easy to show that 
where 
E(Lj)=~c~l’+O(n~~3~2), 
A 
(4.11) 
cum(L,, L,} = Cj,:‘+ O(W’), (4.12) 
cum{L,, L,,, L,) = (l/A) Cl:,)+ O(n~~3’2), (4.13) 
C’I”= i aje ‘i’ c 1 K,,,(m, k: m, k) 
a=l 1 i= 1 ksf, msJ, 
- i 1 c K,,,(k m:m,k) 
i=l ktJ,msJ, 
+ 1 (d,-O,)F’ 1 c K,,(k,m:m,k) 
p # d k E Jo m  E Jg 
+ i i ai,, C K,,(k, k: k k), 
a=l k E J, 
(4.14) 
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Cj,f)= i a,,a,, 1 &,(k, k: k, k), 
cl=1 ktJ, 
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(4.15) 
C$‘= 1 aj,a,,a, c {K,,,(k: k: k) 
a=1 k E J, 
+ 6K,,.(k, k: k, k)’ - 6K,,(k, k: k, k) K,,(k, k: k, k)) 
x 2 1 K,,(k, k: k, k) K,,(m, m: m, m). 
ktJ,mEJfl 
(4.16) 
Therefore we get the following asymptotic expansion (see [ 131). 
THEOREM 4. 
p(L, <yI,-, L, <4)k) 
= 1 + fl: c:l)H,(y) 
j=l& 
+Ii 
cj;:’ 
-Hjsl(Y) 
i, s. I= I 6 & 1 &f + o(n-‘), (4.17) 
where 
Q= {q?} (k x k-matrix). 1 
Now consider the test of 
with 
and 
H:p;>p:+, = ... +=O, 
p;;+“(w)= ... =&q(w)=O, 
(4.18) 
lpjg+yw)= . . . =&‘(w) =&+ l’(w) = . . =f$)( w) = 1/27L, 
against 
A:&+,> ... 2p;>O and P:+l>O. (4.19) 
For this test problem we use the following statistic 
Q=-nlog fi (1-1,). 
j=k+l 
(4.20) 
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In the usual multivariate analysis (4.20) is known as the likelihood ratio 
statistic for testing H. Then, under H, it is not difficult to show 
Q = i f Y(Z, p +j)’ + higher order terms. (4.21) 
/=k+l/=k+l 
Thus we have 
PRopos1T10~ 1. When the null hypothesis H is true, the limiting dis- 
tribution as n -+ CO of Q is the X2-distribution with (p - k)(q - k) degrees of 
freedom. 
Using Theorem 4 we can get the asymptotic expansion of Q under the 
non-null hypothesis. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T,(lk + , ,..., I,,) = ( l/n) Q in Theorem 4. Then, under 
A, we have 
PC,h {T,(L+,,..., I,,- T(p:+,r.-r P;), <Y,I 
l+TH,(y,)+ 
C’3’ 
“I -H,,,(Y,) 
& 6& 
dy, +Wp’L 
1 
where C\“, n, and Cc3) ,II are dtlfined in (4.14), (4.15) and (4.16) with 
1 1 
a -- 1z- l +’ al,,=(l +)” z = k + l,..., p, 
and a lx/j = 0, u # p 
5. APPLICATIONS IN SIGNAL PROCESSING 
Consider the following model in the area of signal processing: 
x(t)=As(t)+n(t), (5.1) 
where A = [A(@,) ,..., A(@,,)], s(t) = (s,(t) ,..., s,(t))‘, n(t) = (nl(t) ,..., n,(t))‘, 
and q <p. Here n(t) is the complex Gaussian white noise process with 
E(n(t)) = 0 and E(n(t) n(t)‘) = 02Z. Also, s,(t) is the waveform associated 
with ith signal. In addition s(t) is assumed to be a q-dimensional complex 
Gaussian stationary process with E(s( t)) = 0 and E(s( t) s(t)‘) = @. The 
processes s(t) and n(t) are independent of each other. Wax and Kailath 
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[ 141 and Zhao et al. [ 151 considered the problem of determining the num- 
ber of unknown signals by using the information-theoretic criteria when 
x(t, L x(t,) are independently distributed. The number of signals is equal 
to q = p - m, where m is the multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue of the 
covariance matrix 2 of x(t). Now, let nS = C;l=, x(tj) x(ti)‘. Tests of 
hypotheses for the multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue of 2 are based 
upon certain functions of the eigenvalues of S and so the results in this 
paper are useful in determining the number of signals when x(t) is a com- 
plex stationary Gaussian process. 
Next, let 
y(t) = Wt) + no(f), (5.2) 
where n,,(t) is defined as n(t), B: p x q is defined as A, and y(t) is the obser- 
vation vector on p sensors located at different locations. In this case, let us 
assume that (x’(t), y’(t)) is distributed as a complex, stationary, Gaussian 
process. The results in Section 4 are useful for testing for the independence 
of the x(t) and y(t) processes. 
Cl1 
PI 
c31 
c41 
CSI 
C61 
c71 
181 
c91 
iIt01 
Cl11 
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